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	Computer Vision is fast becoming an important technology and is used in Mars robots, national security systems, automated factories, driver-less cars, and medical image analysis to new forms of human-computer interaction. OpenCV is the most common library for computer vision, providing hundreds of complex and fast algorithms. But it has a steep learning curve and limited in-depth tutorials.


	Mastering OpenCV with Practical Computer Vision Projects is the perfect book for developers with just basic OpenCV skills who want to try practical computer vision projects, as well as the seasoned OpenCV experts who want to add more Computer Vision topics to their skill set or gain more experience with OpenCV's new C++ interface before migrating from the C API to the C++ API.


	Each chapter is a separate project including the necessary background knowledge, so try them all one-by-one or jump straight to the projects you're most interested in.


	Create working prototypes from this book including real-time mobile apps, Augmented Reality, 3D shape from video, or track faces & eyes, fluid wall using Kinect, number plate recognition and so on.


	Mastering OpenCV with Practical Computer Vision Projects gives you rapid training in nine computer vision areas with useful projects.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Perform Face Analysis including simple Face & Eye & Skin Detection, Fisherfaces Face Recognition, 3D Head Orientation, complex Facial Feature Tracking.
	
		Do Number Plate Detection and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) using Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods including SVMs and Neural Networks
	
		Learn Augmented Reality for desktop and iPhone or iPad using simple artificial markers or complex markerless natural images
	
		Generate a 3D object model by moving a plain 2D camera, using 3D Structure from Motion (SfM) camera reprojection methods
	
		Redesign desktop real-time computer vision applications to more suitable Android & iOS mobile apps
	
		Use simple image filter effects including cartoon, sketch, paint, and alien effects
	
		Execute Human-Computer Interaction with an XBox Kinect sensor using the whole body as a dynamic input



	Approach


	Each chapter in the book is an individual project and each project is constructed with step-by-step instructions, clearly explained code, and includes the necessary screenshots.


	Who this book is written for


	You should have basic OpenCV and C/C++ programming experience before reading this book, as it is aimed at Computer Science graduates, researchers, and computer vision experts widening their expertise.
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Fourier Analysis on Finite Abelian Groups (Applied and Numerical Harmonic Analysis)Birkhauser, 2009
Fourier analysis has been the inspiration for a technological wave of advances in fields such as imaging processing, financial modeling, algorithms and sequence design. This unified, self-contained book examines the mathematical tools used for decomposing and analyzing functions, specifically, the application of the [discrete] Fourier transform...
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Ivor Horton's Beginning Visual C++ 2012Wrox Press, 2012

	WELCOME TO Ivor Horton’s Beginning Visual C++ 2012. With this book, you can become an effective C++ programmer using Microsoft’s latest application-development system, Visual Studio 2012. I aim to teach you the C++ programming language, and then how to apply C++ in the development of your own Windows applications. Along the way,...
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Bazaar Version ControlPackt Publishing, 2013

	Primarily written for those who are new to version control systems, this easy-to-follow guide to Bazaar will quickly make you an expert. From basic principles to creating plugins – it’s all here.


	Overview

	
		Gain an understanding of what version control is, and how you can benefit and effectively...
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SAP Transaction Codes: Frequently Used T-CodesKhan Consulting and Publishing, 2010

	
		SAPTransaction Codes: Frequently Used T-Codes is a reference book, which will be a handy tool for those using the SAP business software. It can be used by casual end users, power/super users, subject matter experts (SMEs) implementation project team members, as well application support staff.
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Implementing Electronic Card Payment Systems (Artech House Computer Security Series)Artech House Publishers, 2002
Europay, MasterCard, and Visa developed a standard for chip cards, referred to as the EMV, allowing consumers and businesses greater protection against fraud compared with magnetic stripe cards. Implementing Electronic Card Payment Systems provides a comprehensive overview of the EMV chip solution and explains how this technology...
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Algorithms and Computation: 20th International Symposium, ISAAC 2009, Honolulu, HawaiiSpringer, 2010

	The papers in this volume were presented at the 20th Annual International Symposium
	on Algorithms and Computation, held December 16–18, 2009, in Hawaii,
	USA. In response to the Call-for-Papers, 279 papers were submitted. Each paper
	received at least three reviews by either Program Committee members or experts
	selected by Program...
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